In this work the applicability of a dynamic testing technique known as RealTime Dynamic Substructuring (RTDS) for the assessment of passive control systems in seismic protection of buildings is analysed. RTDS is an efficient method for the assessment of dynamic and rate-dependent behavior of systems subjected to dynamic excitation at real scale and in real scenarios. To guarantee the validity and accuracy of a RTDS simulation, a stability analysis of the substructured system should be completed. In this paper we present explicit analyses which provide a dynamic characterization of the delay-induced phenomena in RTDS tests when considering passive control systems with strong nonlinearities. We present a complete set of closed-form expression to describe the main phenomena due to the delay in terms of dynamic stability in a RTDS simulation. Through an experimental study we confirm the existence of self-sustained oscillations. Those were caused by very small delays in the feedback loop, which unavoidably lead the system to instability as a result of the high frequency oscillations.
Introduction
Reducing the response of buildings or bridges to strong earthquakes is of great concern for structural engineers in preventing large damage or collapse. The application of structural control technologies for protection of civil structures has been growing in interest over the last four decades, not only to reduce the response under extreme dynamic loads but also to increase the system reliability and provide human comfort during everyday environmental loads [1] . The response of structures under strong dynamic loads is highly unpredictable and then difficult to model, it becomes even more complex when designing infrastructures which include some kind of anti-vibration systems.
General nonlinear numerical models are non-suitable for describing the dynamic behavior of buildings incorporating energy dissipators because the main structure is supposed to remain elastic while the non-linearities are left to dissipators. In addition, the coexistence of elements with extremely different stiffness parameters 1 could lead to numerical instability and to a certain lack of accuracy. Seeking for better understanding of the behavior of complex structural systems under strong dynamical loading, different laboratory facilities and experimental methodologies have been developed for years (e.g. [2, 3] ). However, the vast majority of those techniques suffer from technical and physical limitations that restrict their applicability for assessing real scenarios. Major problems are related to: (i) physical limitations for large scale structures such as bridges and buildings; and (ii) challenging experimental issues like the reproduction of hysteresis and rate-dependent phenomena (See e.g. [4, 5] ).
We are interested in the experimental assessment of passive control systems for seismic protection of buildings. We will exploit a state of the art of the dynamic testing technique known as Real-Time Dynamic Substructuring (RTDS) [6] , for the assessment of passive systems in real scenarios. RTDS testing is an efficient method for the assessment of dynamic and ratedependent behavior of systems subjected to dynamic excitation. It provides the capability to isolate and physically test critical components of a struc-ture whilst the remaining part of it is simulated numerically. Tests can be conduced at real scale and in real time to fully capture any rate dependency, while allowing for hundreds of repeatable tests [7] .
On of the first reported RTDS was performed on a viscous damper located at the base of a multi-storey building [8] . Therein only the damper was tested physically while the building was modelled as a linear single degree of freedom (SDOF) system. A real-time test using a linear SDOF numerical substructure was also performed in [9] , with the physical test specimen being a stiffness, damping or inertia element.
The concept of pseudodynamic testing has been successfully extended to real-time scales for testing nonlinear structures as in [10] , and for testing velocity-dependent components as in [11] and [12] . As well, some experiments on RTDS have been carried out by using shaking table facilities. For instance, in [13] a large structural mass of the single DOF system is separated into two parts: the smaller part selected as the experimental substructure and the larger one (with attached spring and dashpot) as the numerical substructure to conduct a test in the shaking table. Similarly in [14] , the upper part of a building is chosen as the experimental substructure and the lower part is considered as the numerical one to perform a RTDS test by using a shaking table facility. In [15] a substructure shaking table test is performed to reproduce large floor responses of high-rise buildings at full-scale. An interesting result is also presented in [16] , where a RTDS test of a helicopter rotor blade coupled with a lag damper is conducted to produce a realistic representation of the dynamic characteristics of the overall blade system. In addition, RTDS test has also been used for testing semi-active control devices. Recently in [17] a test for three large-scale MR fluid dampers simulating the seismic response of a three-storey steel frame structure was presented. A technique called virtual coupling was used to ensure an appropriate tradeoff between performance and stability.
RTDS testing may have many advantages over the experimental technique in terms of scale, cost, geometry and required physical mass of the structural model, nonetheless this technique could be negatively affected by an intrinsic trait: the delay. The imperfect dynamics of the actuators used in the test can introduce both timing and amplitude errors and can affect the accuracy of the results. To make sure that RTDS simulation is accurate and reliable enough, a stability analysis of the substructured system should be done to determine the conditions, in terms of delays, under which the RTDS results can be guaranteed.
In this paper we present two explicit analyses which provide a dynamic characterization of the delay-induced phenomena in RTDS tests when considering passive control systems with strong nonlinearities. We present a complete set of closed-form expression to describe the main phenomena due to the delay in terms of dynamic stability in a RTDS simulation. We could identify not only the region where harmful self-sustained high frequency oscillations arise but also the limit cycle induced. Through an experimental study on RTDS testing, we confirm the existence of such a self-sustained oscillations. These were caused by very small delays in the feedback loop, which unavoidably lead the system to instability as a result of high frequency oscillations.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some fundamentals of RTDS testing; Section 4 shows the proposed compensation scheme base on adaptive filters; whilst section 4 is devoted to the explicit analyses where delay effects are described mathematically. The case study and some experimental results are presented in Section 5, whereas the final remarks and conclusion are discussed in Section 6.
Real-Time Dynamic Substructuring Testing
An RTDS simulation is a hybrid method involving a physically tested part and a numerically modelled part. The most critical part of the system is selected and extracted to be tested in the laboratory physically. The two substructures are complementary to form the complete emulated structure. During RTDS simulations, the physical substructure interacts with a computational model (numerical substructure) by means of a feedback loop; both substructures send and receive data to each other, because they need to know the state of the other part to work out their own. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a substructuring test. In a typical displacement controlled test, the displacements of the degrees of freedom of interest are calculated using the numerical model and are passed to the delay compensator. The corrected signal is in turn passed to the actuator controller. The controller generates signals to drive the actuators which impose these displacements on the specimen while the forces required to impose them are detected by the measurement system and passed back to the numerical model. The transfer system is typically a single (electric or hydraulic) actuator with its controller, but may also be a more complex test facility like a shaking table. In RTDS testing, both the physical and numerical substructures must ex- change information in real time with minimum error between them. Each subsystem in the above scheme requires some time for performing its own task. As a consequence of this fact, the feedback signal arrives with some delay to the numerical model. Although such delay comes from the cumulative time lags of each subsystem, the main contribution comes from the actuator. The success of real-time substructuring tests is then highly dependent on the performance of the actuators 2 , whose imperfect dynamics can introduce both timing and amplitude errors into the signal. These can affect the accuracy of the performance of the test [18] . To overcome this, time delay compensation schemes have been commonly used to make corrections on the actuator command signal. For instance, in [19] the use of simple polynomial curve fitting was investigated; therein stable and accurate results were achieved in a RTDS simulation by using a third-order polynomial. As well, the effectiveness of the extrapolation and interpolation procedures was evidenced in [20] through a series of substructuring tests applied to a multi degree of freedom (MDOF) structure. Also in [21] an adaptive forward prediction algorithm based on compensation by polynomial extrapolation was presents; the methodology is flexible, accurate and able to be applied to multi-actuator environments. Even if the compensation scheme is well suited and works properly, it becomes impossible to reduce the transport delay to zero. So that, the sensitivity of the whole substructured system to delays should be estimated.
Delay compensation by adaptive filters
Delay in command signals is a serious issue for dynamic systems which need to work in real time. It is essential for the stability and accuracy of a RTDS simulation to make corrections to the signals being transmitted between numerical and physical substructures, as otherwise errors may cumulate during the test and make it unreliable. Delay compensation is a well known technique with the most common strategy being delay compensation by extrapolation and Smith predictor [22] . It is a common practice to approximate the time delay on command signal as constant. Although this is not strictly correct, it can be considered a reasonable approximation at the relatively low frequencies normally encountered in Civil Engineering dynamics [23] . In this work we tried an alternative compensation scheme. The compensated command signal is generated by the prediction forward of the current command signal by using an adaptive filter. It is autonomously adjusted each time step by using the data available. This method provides a robust prediction criterion against noisy data. It proved to be both accurate and faster than common methodologies in prediction.
Forward prediction scheme
An adaptive filter can be thought of as a digital filter that performs signal processing and adapts its performance based on the input signal. The filter coefficients, w, are adjusted to minimize the mean-square error between its output, d(n), and that of an unknown system, y(n), (LMS algorithm). To set up the filter for forward prediction, we take advantage of the available data at the current time step. The data are arranged into two buffers for both adapting and predicting. Thus, the predicted pointx is estimated as a linear function of previous samples as:
where x(n)={x(n), x(n − 1), x(n − 2), . . . , x(n − N + 1)}, x(·) are the discrete samples of the signal to be predicted, n the current time step, N is the filter order and ∆τ is the number of time steps required to match the time delay τ 3 . To update the filter coefficients, we evaluate the filter performance in predicting the last known point of the signal, that is x(n). So, we considered the instant error e(n) as:
Herein the desired output y(n)=x(n), and the filter output is calculated by:
where x a (n)={x(n − ∆τ ), x(n − ∆τ − 1), . . . , x(n − ∆τ − N + 1)} is the data buffer for adapting. The filter coefficients can be then updated by using formula (4) where µ is the learning rate (0 < µ < 1). It was derived from gradient based optimization considering the square error as the cost function (For details see [24, Ch.6] ). This prediction scheme based on adaptive filters have proved a high generalization capacity and tolerance to noisy data. Unlike common methodologies, it is able to smooth out the effects of noise and experimental errors avoiding slight discontinuities in the predicted signal. A discussion of this and some comparative examples including common prediction methodologies can be found in [25] .
Delay and stability
Some systems could be particularly sensitive to the presence of delay and even the shortest time lag could affect their behavior drastically. Delays produce a negative damping effect adding energy into the substructuring test, thus, the system could become unstable and develop oscillations exponentially increasing in amplitude as was shown by Wallace et al in [26] . In what follows, we present both a linear and nonlinear explicit analyses where delay effects are described mathematically.
Explicit stability analysis -Linear damper
Let us consider a single degree of freedom system (SDOF) with an added linear viscous fluid damper as shown in Figure 3 . We assume the damper as the critical component of the structural system. Consequently, the damper becomes the physical substructure and is extracted from the system to be tested in the lab at real scale. We also suppose a displacement-controlled real-time substructuring simulation, which means that the displacements computed through the numerical model (SDOF system + damper force F d ) are applied through an actuator to the specimen (the damper), and in turn, the damper resisting force is measured and fed back into the numerical substructure. To represent the substructured system under this configuration, a constant transport delay is included in the damper response.
Assuming that the damper reaction force is linear with respect to the velocity, F d = c dẋ , the system dynamics can then be written as:
where m, is the mass of the system; c, is the intrinsical damping coefficient of the system; k, is the stiffness of the system; t and τ , are respectively time and the signal delay; c d , is the damping coefficient of the damper;ẍ g , is the base excitation; andẍ,ẋ, x, are respectively the system acceleration, velocity and displacement. Let us consider zero external excitation and an arbitrary initial condition. The system in (5) can be rewritten with non-dimensionalized parameters as:
where:
Following the standard practice, we assume solutions of the form x = Ae λt . Thus, the characteristic equation of the system can be written as:
To determine the stability boundaries of the system, we can search for a set of points in the parameters space where the characteristic equation has one pair of pure imaginary roots, that is, just go through a Hopf bifurcation [27] .
To find this curve, we substitute into the trial solution λ = iŵ, for w > 0 andŵ = w/w n . After applying this substitution, equation (7) becomes:
Applying the Euler's formula from complex analysis and splitting up into real and imaginary parts, we get two real equations:
Assuming ζ as known, we can use the last pair of equations to express the parametersτ and p as function ofŵ.
where n corresponds to the n-th lobe (parameterized byŵ) from the right in the stability diagrams in Figure 5 (n must be greater than 0, becauseτ > 0). The trigonometric terms in Equations (9) and (10) can be eliminated by squaring and adding them to yield:
In Figure 5 (a), we present the boundaries obtained forτ and p by fixing ζ at 0.03. These curves are parameterized byŵ running from 0 to ∞ and n from 1 to 5. Along these curves the system has a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues delimiting the parameters space where the system is expected to be stable. We can also rearrange equations (9) and (10) assuming p as known. Thus, we obtain the critical delayτ and ζ as parametric curves inŵ:
whereŵ runs from
(p + p 2 + 4), and n is any positive integer greater than zero. Figure 5(b) shows the stability region for fixed p = 2 using the curves defined parametrically by equations (13), (14) and (15) . Considering the lightly damped systems commonly studied in civil engineering applications (ζ < 0.1), the curveτ 2 with n = 1 can be used as the practical stability boundary because encloses the others theoretical boundaries into the unstable region. Any system lying in the stability region (grey zone) is well-behaved and so, the results from the substructuring test represent in a fitting manner the dynamics of the whole original system. It is worthy noticing that for a linear damper there exist always a stability region, i.e., we can establish a critical delay below which the stability in the RTDS simulation would be guarantee. Also note that for larger dampers the stability margin is narrow; this implies that when testing large dampers (p greater), even a very short delay could cause instability. So RTDS tests which consider larger dampers would be more difficult to be conducted and controlled. 
Explicit stability analysis -Nonlinear damper
Let us consider an added nonlinear viscous fluid damper with constant delay in the single degree of freedom system shown in Figure 3 . The delay differential equation (DDE) for that system can be written as:
where α is the non-linear exponent of the damper (0< α <1); | · | represents the absolute value of · ; and the other parameters as described before for equation (5) . Again, let us consider zero external excitation, arbitrary initial conditions and some appropriate substitutions to get a formulation in terms of the following dimensionless parameters. Thus, after some algebra we have:
The differentiating operator ′ indicates the derivative with respect tot, and x 0 stands for an arbitrary initial condition.
Nonlinear dampers with lower exponent have more energy dissipation capacity than those with higher exponent. That is why nonlinear fluid devices with low α are very appreciated for real applications in structural engineering, as they provide significantly higher forces at lower velocities compared to linear dampers and more energy dissipation capacity [28] . According with exhaustive numerical simulation, systems equipped with nonlinear damper at low damper's velocity exponents have qualitatively equivalent dynamics. We call two systems equivalent if their phase spaces have the same dimension, the same number and type of invariant sets, in the same general position with respect to each other (See Fig 8) . Hence, when analysing stability of systems with added nonlinear dampers with low α, let say α ≤ 0.20, we could consider a dynamically equivalent model fixing α=0; that is, a model which uses dry friction (Coulomb friction) instead of viscous nonlinear damping. This will not compromise the general result of the stability analysis.
Thus, we can rewrite the model to be analysed as:
where the damper force is represented by p s sign(z
In turn, this model can be represented in terms of the equations of state by substituting x 1 = z and x 2 = z ′ to yield:
The idea is to use a simpler mathematical model, in such a way that the explicit analysis can be achieved in a closed-form. The advantage in this change lies in the fact that such a system can be modelled by a piecewise linear set of ODEs of the form:
Ψτ :
where x ∈ R 2 is the two-dimensional state vector; A and B are the system matrices in controllable canonical form as presented in (21), and the switching parameter u obeys the switching rule in equation (22) .
We term F 1 (x) the system vector field of Ψτ when u = 1.0; F 2 (x) the vector field of Ψτ when u = −1.0. In addition, we will label as φ i (x 0 , t) the flow generated by F i (i = 1, 2), such that:
Note that the system's evolution in time is uniquely determined once we have defined the values of x 1 , x 2 , and u. Thus, in the three-dimensional space (x 1 , x 2 , u), we can visualise the state space as two parallel half-planes, partially overlapping wherever u can have two different values for the same pair (x 1 , x 2 ).
Delay by changing the switching rule
The main idea behind the use of piecewise smooth dynamical systems is to reap the benefits of including, in a very easy way, the effects of the delay in the system dynamics. Thus, after some proper transformations, we can study the stability of an equivalent non-delayed system, rather than focusing on a complex delayed system (Further information in [29] ). Without loss of generality, we will focus our attention on trajectories generated by the vector field F 1 along its valid domain. The flow φ 1 can be obtained by solving (20) with u=1.0 giving:
where x 0 = (x 10 , x 20 ) is the initial condition, λ 1,2 are the eigenvalues of matrix A and:
The above expressions allows us to calculate the trajectory of the system in (18) on the (x 1 , x 2 )-plane from any initial condition under F 1 . Similarly, the flow φ 2 can be obtained by solving (20) with u = −1. Now consider the dynamics of system (20) , note that the delayτ is only explicit in the switching rule. Let us supposeτ = 0 and label the boundaries where x 2 changes sign as:
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Note that Σ + 12 is the subset where the switching condition is satisfied for changing from F 1 to F 2 , whilst Σ − 12 is the subset where is satisfied for going back from F 2 to F 1 . Henceforth, they will be referred as switching sets.
To introduce the effects of the delay in the system dynamics, observe that if a trajectory crosses one of the switching sets Σ + 12 or Σ − 12 , because of the delay, the actual switching from one system configuration to the other will occur after some time defined byτ . Indeed, switchings occur on the delayed switching sets Στ Vector field for Ψτ a) (0,-p s u) as shown in Figure 6 . The position of Στ Therefore, instead of analysing the delayed model, we can replace the system in (20) by a non-delayed system which includes the dynamic effects of the delay by moving the original switching sets towards the corresponding delayed switching sets. Thus, we can rewrite the delayed system (20) as follows: (27) where the above switching rule establishes that, parameter u switch to 1.0 (or −1.0) only when the respective condition (27) is satisfied, that is to say, when the trajectory hits Στ − 12 (or Στ − 12 ), and will remain fixed at this value until condition (27) is again satisfied. This effect of the delay on the switching rule, was firstly envisaged when studying the dynamics of a delayed relay feedback system [29] . In that work, the authors demonstrated that the dynamics of the delayed system remain qualitatively the same as those of a system with properly constructed switching sets. This is true for allτ ≤ π, what is expected for well-controlled experiments. For larger delays, the dynamics become much more complicated and will not be considered here.
Two main unstable phenomena have been observed for the system with an added delayed nonlinear damper. We found that even the smallest delay causes self-sustaining oscillations in the system's response, such kind of oscillation is well-known as limit cycle. The larger the delay, the longer the limit cycle. This limit cycle is characterized for oscillations at high frequency, much higher than the natural frequency of the system. In addition, there exists a region in the neighborhood of the limit cycle, where the system behaviour is altered drastically. When the states of the system get into this area (See Figure 8) , the amplitude and frequency of the oscillations change suddenly. These oscillations tend to match the limit cycle; however, if delay is very small, such convergence is very slow in terms of displacements. This critical region is characterised for high frequency oscillations and only occurs for small delays. Whenτ becomes larger, the system goes rapidly to the limit cycle without any other important vibratory phenomenon in between.
In previous works, the authors have investigated analytically the existence of both the limit cycle and the critical region of oscillations at high frequencies. In [30] a comprehensive analytical study is presented. From that document, we extract here just the main concerning results which corresponds to closed-form expressions for describing the phenomena pointed out before. The limit cycle exists and is symmetric since the following conditions are verified.
• No intersection exists between the delayed switching sets, i.e.,
• The limit cycle hits the delayed switching sets in symmetrical points with respect to the origin, i.e.,
for some − x * ∈ Στ + 12 (30) Due to the fact that even a small delay causes no intersection between the switching sets Στ + 12 and Στ − 12 , any delay implies the existence of a limit cycle. The explicit expression for calculating the evolution time required by an oscillation under the limit cycle O, that is the period of the limit cycle, can be written as:
where
2 ) is the point on the (x 1 ,x 2 )-plane where the limit cycle presents the maximum velocity. This point coincides with the state of the system for which, under the limit cycle, the expression p s sign x 2 (t −τ ) changes sign. To find x 1 , we present also an equation which is implicit function of x * 1 and can be solved numerically (For further details see [30] ).
where, in turn
and x ps = (p s , 0). The second-order subscript indicates the element position in φ 1 calculated for a flow under F 1 with an evolution time equal to the delaŷ τ . Note that all the other variables in formulas (32) and (33) are known and easily derivable from the problem parameters through the expression presented before. The maximum velocity developed under the limit cycle can be then calculated from: x Figure 7 : Names of the characteristics in the limit cycle.
If the so-called high frequency zone exits, the condition (37) must be satisfied, otherwise the system just goes rapidly to the limit cycle defined above without any other phenomenon arising.
(37) Figure 8 shows the phase planes of two arbitrary trajectories of the system (27) . We considered a SDOF system with properties: mass m=1000Kg, stiffness k=5 × 10 5 N/m and damping ratio ζ=3%. Also, we supposed a nonlinear viscous fluid damper added to the system with exponent α=0.15 and a nonlinear coefficient c d =50kN(sec/m) 0. 15 . Figure 8a shows the trajectories for a SDOF system with an added delayed friction damper (α=0 and p s =2.0); whilst Figure 8b shows the trajectories considering a SDOF system with the added delayed nonlinear fluid viscous damper (α=0.15 and p n =2.03). We also included in both cases the high frequency region which was delimited by using the point x ⋆ =(x be used to reach a reliable dynamic characterization of the SDOF system with a delayed nonlinear viscous fluid damper in a RTDS configuration. For the example, for the above parameters we have: Peak limit cycle velocity,ẋ * = x * 2 x 0 w n = 0.505m/sec. Peak damper force under the limit cycle, F * dmax = 50(0.505) 0.15 = 45.13kN. Period of oscillation under the limit cycle, T * =T * /w n = 0.039sec. These values can be compared against the data extracted from the numerical simulations. Note that the feedback signal in the RTDS configuration is the damper force and that is estimated with good accuracy. Peak limit cycle velocity, 0.39m/sec. Peak damper force under the limit cycle, 43.4kN. Period of oscillation under the limit cycle, 0.039sec.
Case study
We considered a passive control system installed on a symmetric 3-storey one-bay steel framed building as shown in Figure 9 . Two nonlinear viscous fluid dampers are placed on rigid braces at the first floor on opposite building's sides. We only considered one-directional base excitation along the axis where the dampers are placed. In order to set up the RTDS test, thë system is split up into two subsystems, keeping the dampers as the physical substructure while the remains of the structure is modelled numerically. Also, in consequence of the symmetry from both the structural configuration and load, a RTDS which takes into account just one damper is enough to emulate properly the system, as long as due care is taken in the subsystems' interaction interface. Namely, the force fed back to the numerical substructure was twice the measured force from the physical substructure. A simplified lumped-mass model of the skeletal structure has been employed as the numerical substructure. We consider such a simple model because it is the fastest numerical substructure we can get. Once the delay issues are overcome, we can try more complete, complex and of course slower to compute numerical models. The dampers are included as a single external force applied to the first mass. It is updated in accordance with the measurements from the damper during the simulation. The classical expression for describing this model is given by the ordinary differential equation (ODE) in formula (38) where: M, K, C represent the structural mass, stiffness and damping matrices;ẍ g (t) indicates the base excitation; U (t) is twice the force in the damper and X,Ẋ andẌ are the structural responses namely: displacement, velocity and acceleration, respectively. The coefficients of the damping matrix C have been derived from those of M and K imposing a mass and stiffness proportional damping (Rayleigh damping) with modal damping ration equal to 3%.
being: The dampers used in these tests (See Fig. 10 ) are characterized by a peak force up to 50KN, stroke ±25mm and peak velocity about 0,3m/sec. Their constitutive force-velocity law may be described by means of equation (39) whereẋ d represents the relative velocity between the ends of the damper in meters per second; c α is the nonlinear damping coefficient equal to 60kN( sec m ) 0.15 and α is the velocity exponent equal 0.15.
As a consequence of the non-linear constitutive law in these dampers, an almost constant force is developed over an important range of velocities. The last expression was verified at the Structural Engineering Laboratory of the University of Naples Federico II through a detailed experimental campaign performed to characterize the dampers dynamically (See [31] ).
Delay estimation and prediction.
Once the experimental rig was set up (see Figure 14) , several tests were accomplished in order to measure the delay due to the actuator dynamics. The delay between the actual command signal (target displacement to be tracked for the actuator) and the current displacement signal (measured displacement) was estimated by using two different methodologies. Namely, (i) zero crossing, in which the delay is estimated as the average of all of the instantaneous delays measured when the time history crosses zero; and cross correlation function which is a measure of similarity between two signals as a function of a time-lag applied to one of them, so it provides a overall delay estimation at the time-lag where the two signals are maximally correlated. Figure 11 shows the test time history, the synchronization plot and the force-displacement cycles when the command signal is a 2Hz sine wave with amplitude of 15mm. The delays estimated for several tests (using harmonic signal) are presented in Table 1 . In light of the frequency range evaluated, the delays were estimated encircling 15msec. Some sinusoidal sweep test were evaluated too. A wave at ±10mm which speeds from 0.5Hz up to 4.0Hz in 5sec and goes back to 0.5Hz in 5sec more, was considered. Figure 12 shows the test time history, the synchronization plot, the force-displacement cycles, the zero crossing -14. delay measurements and its corresponding histogram. As it was expected, the higher frequency the larger delay, furthermore, it is worthy noticing that there exist different delays for the load and unload branches (which is more evident for higher frequencies), it may be due to the connection loose (backlash behaviour) which incorporates an additional damper reaction delay.
In order to test the time delay compensation scheme based on adaptive filters, a predictor was set up to estimate the command signal 15msec forward. Some noise was added to the command signals to be predicted (SNR ratio=30dB). Figure 13 shows the tests run at University of Bristol after using the time delay compensation scheme proposed. The coherence plot shows the scheme is able to compensate for delay even if noise is added. Also from Figure 13b) we can assert that the adaptive scheme which predicts forward a constant delay (average delay) is well suited even if the delay is not constant along the signal.
Experimental results on RTDS
For the following tests both software and experimental rig were carefully set up to emulate the structural system described above. A c Matlab/simulink model of the whole substructured system was built. A Dspace DS1104 board was used as platform on which the simulink-built model runs in real-time. As well to control, manage and monitor the experiments, an user-interface able to download applications to the DS1104 board was developed in ControlDesk. To keep under control the simulation, a strategy is to start with a full numerical substructuring simulation (i.e. where the physical substructure is replaced by a numerical approximation) and change it progressively to a full hybrid substructuring simulation. The first test was accomplished feeding back the numerical approximation of the damper's force. Figure 15 shows results from this test including a zoom of the time history, the synchronization plot and the estimation of the delay. Therein and from now on, the parameter so-called substructuring ratio will indicate how much of the actual measured force is used to feedback the numerical substructure, in accordance with:
where SR is the substructuring ration; F f b is the effective feedback force, F n is the damper force numerical approximation and F m is the measured damper force. Thus SR = 1 states that the simulation is running in full hybrid scheme, i.e., 100% of the measured damper force is used in the feedback loop. Feeding back the numerical approximation of the damper force and considering a periodical load exciting the numerical substructure, the fullnumerical RTDS simulation looks stable and the prediction scheme proves to be able to compensate the delay in the actuator's command signal. Figure 16 presents some results from a real-time substructuring test. There, a periodical load was applied to the numerical substructure whilst the substructuring ratio was gradually increased from 0 to 1, i.e., until achieving a full hybrid simulation (above 17sec). Despite the backlash phenomenon having been considered in the numerical damper model, the delay seems to be increased when passing from the numerical to the full hybrid real-time substructuring test. As well, an important difference between the delay measured on the load and unload branches still holds.
In the following tests, seismic accelerations were applied to the numerical substructure as the external excitation. Again, the first tests were carried out by considering a full-numerical feedback of the damper force into the numerical substructure. Several tests were accomplished by trying excitations with different frequency band contents, all of them having the same result. Figure 18 shows what happens in terms of force when the simulation becomes instable as a consequence of the self-sustained oscillations. Even if those oscillations are small, the sudden change in velocity causes a strong variation in terms of force. It is large enough to produce an inaccurate simulation of the real structural performance. Those oscillations which come from the character-istics of such a stiff nonlinear damper (close to friction damper), causing a continuous switching between the extreme maximum loads for the damper (both of opposite signs) which leads the hybrid test to instability. As well, as it was found from the explicit analysis presented above, the self-sustained oscillations come at small displacements under a certain velocity range. For some tests, the simulation became unstable even when the external load had vanished, that is, when the system was supposed to be arrested as consequence of no external load being applied to the system. A main practical issue concerning to stability was the backlash phenomenon. This lost motion due to clearance between the transfer system and the specimen increased the delay effect. Backlash may severely affect the stability conditions in a real time dynamic substructuring simulation when testing systems which are exceptionally sensible to delay.
Conclusions
More realistic tests of seismic protection devices allow better understanding of the overall controlled system dynamics and enable the engineer to improve its performance. Real-Time Dynamic Substructuring Test has enormous potential in assessing protection systems for earthquake engineering, as it allows testing components of the structure at full-scale under realistic extreme loading conditions. So, we can separate just the structural control device from the system, bring it to the lab and test it physically, taking into account its dynamic interaction with the hosting structure. We could not only assess the response of the control device under different load condition, but also it is possible to change the hosting structure itself and evaluate, for instance, the most well-behaved structural configuration for a particular seismic protection device. So, several structural systems could be evaluated under a wide range of load conditions by using the same experimental rig set up. Nonetheless, to guarantee the success of a RTDS simulation, a very efficient time delay compensation scheme would not be enough, as a careful stability analysis is required to determine how sensitive the substructured system is to delays in the feedback loop.
This work was focused on testing nonlinear fluid viscous devices for structural control. When carrying out the experimental study, self-sustained oscillations were detected. This was caused by very small delays in the feedback loop, which unavoidably lead the system to instability as a result of high frequency oscillations. We presented a complete set of closed-form expression to describe the main delay-induced phenomena exhibited by the system. We could identify not only the region where self-sustained high frequency oscillations arise but also the limit cycle induced by the delay. To get the above expressions, we substituted the original non-linear viscous damping model by a dry friction model which is equivalent dynamically. Some complex phenomena exhibits by the original system can not be represented any more. From numerical simulations, we identified a sliding phenomenon coming just before the high frequency oscillations start. Such phenomenon do not cause any important trouble in terms of dynamic stability in a RTDS simulation. Readers interested in analysing such phenomenon could try a piecewise dynamical system by using a Fillipov's systems approach, which can reproduce that behaviour.
Another interesting practical issue is the backlash phenomenon when testing strong nonlinear devices via RTDS test. When a perfect connection between the transfer system and the specimen is not assured, this lost motion can increase the delay effect. Backlash may severely affect the stability conditions in a Real Time Dynamic Substructuring simulation when testing systems which are exceptionally sensible to delay. So that, if the system proves to be highly sensitive to delay, backlash becomes crucial in the simulation. The dampers tested have a strong nonlinearity with respect to the velocity. Many others dissipation devices for seismic hazard mitigation present a similar force-velocity bond, so our results could be extended to different systems in engineering which are supplemented with devices exhibiting such a behaviour.
